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Abstract
Photosensitization properties of coronene-purine (Cor-P) hybrids for photodynamic
therapy (PDT) have been investigated in this work. Eight hybrid Cor-P models have
been designed by the addition of adenine (A) and guanine (G) nucleobase to Cor
species. The evaluated absorption and emission energies indicated that the singular
models are not good at all for PDT process whereas their hybrid models are very
much useful for the purpose. Although the Cor-A models are very much better for
visible region, the Cor-G models could also be used in the near-infrared region. The
main point of these materials is to generate singlet molecular oxygen, in which all the
investigated Cor-P hybrids could supply the required energy for triplet to singlet
conversion of molecular oxygen. This work has been done based on the advantage of
quantum computation for solving the problems in the living systems.
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Introduction
Cancer therapy has become the main
problem of life scientists for recent
years [1]. Although many procedures
have been developed for this purpose,
cancer is still an uncontrolled process
[2]. Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a
therapeutical
process
based
on
employing photosensitizers (PS) and
extra light source to generate reactive
singlet molecular oxygen (1O2) to kill
tumor cells [3]. The PS chemical
structures could be excited by radiated
light source from ground state (S0) to
the excited state (S1) during (PS→PS*)
transition [4]. Stopping the radiation,
the PS* could be relaxed again to PS
(PS*→PS) and the absorbed energy
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could be released again to supply
3
energy
resource
for
O2→1O2
conversion which is used in PDT type–
II [5]. It is worthy to note that the S1
could be relaxed to reach the first triplet
state (T1) and then it could be relaxed
again to S0 state (Scheme 1).
Examining the values of absorption
energies of S0→S1 and measuring the
nonradiative intersystem relaxation of
S1→T1 and emission energies of
T1→S0 are important for evaluating the
efficiency of PS species [6]. To this
aim, time–dependent density functional
theory (TD–DFT) could prepare a high
precise environment to investigate the
potency of PS species for PDT
applications [7].
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Scheme 1. The PDT type–II process

Biological
based
chemical
structures are always good choices for
applications in living systems [8].
Derivatives of nucleobases, including
purines and pyrimidines, have shown
several
advantages for medical
applications in human bodies [9–11].
Therefore, specific modifications of
nucleobase structures by hybridization
with other chemical structures could
yield newer applications [12–15].
Coronene (Cor) is a molecular single
standing carbon layer, smaller than
wide graphene sheets [16]. Since the
nanostructures are believed to have
novel functions for living systems [17–
20], exploring the advantage of
coronene–purine (Cor–P) hybrids for
PDT could be an interesting task. It is
important to note that the major
limitation of chemical structures for
PDT applications is their absorption
(PS*→PS) wavelength range to be in
the therapeutic window of 400–850 nm
[21].
Afterwards, the emitted
wavelength of PS*→PS relaxation
which could be considered in the PDT
type–II applications for 3O2→1O2
conversion requires 0.98 eV [22].
Within this work, we have
investigated
photosensitization
of
coronene–purine hybrids for PDT
applications based on the advantage of
quantum TD–DFT approach for solving
problems in living systems. The
properties for PS→PS* absorption and

PS*→PS
emission
have
been
recognized to show the capability of
investigated hybrids for PDT type–II
applications.

Figure 1. The singular models; a) Adenine, b)
Guanine, c) Coronene

Computational details
First, singular structures of Cor
(coronene), and P (purine); A (adenine)
and
G
(guanine),
have
been
downloaded from the ChemSpider [23]
data bank as they have been separately
optimized to obtain minimum energy
geometries. Second, Cor–P hybrid
models have been designed by
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removing one hydrogen atom from N9
atomic site of P and one, two, and four
hydrogen atoms from corners of Cor
sheet, respectively (Figure 1). The
hybrid models including Cor–P1 (Cor
and one P), Cor–P2 (Cor and two Ps),
Cor–P3 (Cor and two Ps) and Cor–P4
(Cor and four Ps) have been optimized
again to obtain minimum structures.
Subsequently, TD calculations have
been
performed
to
evaluate
photosensitization of the investigated
models in singular and hybrid forms.

The energies and wavelengths of
vertical S0→S1 absorption, intersystem
S1→T1 relaxation and T1→S0 emission
have been evaluated for the models
(Table 1). Moreover, the highest
occupied and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (HOMO and LUMO)
distribution
patterns
have
been
demonstrated for the models (Figure 2).
Quantum DFT calculations of this work
have been done by the standard
B3LYP/3–21G* method of the
Gaussian program [24].

Table 1. Transition information of the singular and hybrid models*
S0→S1
S1→T1
T1→S0
Compounds

∆E (eV)

λ (nm)

∆E (eV)

∆E (eV)

λ (nm)

A

3.98

312

–0.32

–3.66

368

G

3.82

325

–0.40

–3.42

362

Cor

2.94

421

–0.48

–2.46

503

Cor–A1

2.78

445

–0.37

–2.41

515

Cor–A2

2.66

466

–0.30

–2.36

525

Cor–A3

2.68

463

–0.34

–2.34

529

Cor–A4

2.49

498

–0.24

–2.25

550

Cor–G1

1.71

726

–0.02

–1.69

734

Cor–G2

1.48

836

–0.01

–1.47

840

Cor–G3

1.44

862

–0.02

–1.42

872

Cor–G4

1.08

1143

–0.01

–1.07

1150

energies of S0→S1 are for absorption, negative energies of S1→T1 are for intersystem relaxation,
negative energies of T1→S0 are for emission.
*Positive

Results and discussion
Photosensitization of Cor–P hybrids
have been investigated in this work. To
this aim, energies of absorption,
intersystem relaxation and emission
have been evaluated for three singular
and eight hybrid models. To prepare
hybrids, one, two, and four P
counterparts have been respectively
added to Cor species to make Cor–P

models (Figure 1). The structures have
been first optimized and their energies
transitions have been subsequently
evaluated (Table 1). Moreover, HOMO
and LUMO distribution patterns
(Figure 2) have been demonstrated to
see the orbital situations for electron
transitions during absorption and
emission process.
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Figure 2. HOMO and LUMO distribution patterns for Cor, A and G singular models and Cor–P hybrid
models
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Photosensitizers have important
roles in PDT process and their
characteristic properties could be very
well recognized by the evaluated
transition energies of quantum TD–
DFT calculations [25]. A quick look at
the results of Table 1 could reveal the
importance of Cor and P hybridization
to achieve better S0→S1 absorption
wavelength
properties
of
photosensitization. While both A and G
have absorption wavelengths lower
than 400 nm and Cor has 421 nm, the
wavelength of hybrids goes to higher
fields. The absorption wavelengths are
between 445–498 nm for Cor–A
hybrids as they are between 726–1143
nm for Cor–G hybrids. Two important
notes could be mentioned here; first,
number of P groups could increase the
absorption wavelength; second, type of
P could significantly increase the
absorption wavelength. The singular
Cor is originally an inorganic material
with 420 nm absorption wavelength, in
which it could not be easily used in
living systems. Both of A and G are
very popular for living systems [26,27],
but their absorption wavelengths are
not good at all for PDT process. Within
these results, the importance of
chemical functionalization to yield
novel applications could be very well
recognized as the wavelengths of
hybrid structures are significantly
different from each of singular Cor, A
and G model systems. Moreover, the
number of functional group and its type
are also important for the modified
structure with the specific purpose.
Examining
the
values
of
intersystem relaxation energies of
S1→T1 could indicate that the singular
Cor, A and G models and the Cor–A
hybrids
are
preferred
for
phosphorescence but the Cor–G models
are better for fluorescence as indicated
by very small magnitudes of

intersystem
relaxation
energies.
Interestingly, the Cor–G4 hybrid could
be candidate for application in near–
infrared region, which is not seen for
any of Cor–A hybrids. There are still so
many mysteries inside the nucleobases,
in which it could be seen here that the
A and G species have different effects
on the coronene counterpart. Then
based on the required energy for
penetration into tumor tissue during
PDT process, each of hybrid models
could be candidate for the purpose.
Another important note is that the
emission energies of T1→S0 for all
hybrid models are larger than 0.98 eV
of 3O2→1O2 conversion, which enables
the
investigated
hybrids
for
photosensitizing applications in PDT
type–II. The advantages of molecular–
scale studies are seen here to make
judgments about chemicals.
Careful examining the HOMO–
LUMO distribution patterns (Figure 2)
could somehow clarify the mystery of
A and G nucleobases insides for their
different effects on Cor species. The
HOMO–LUMO patterns of A are
almost located at the similar molecular
positions whereas those of G are in
different positions. The patterns for Cor
are almost similar to those of A, in
which the HOMO and LUMO are
distributed into similar molecular
positions. After hybridization, the
HOMO–LUMO are distributed in both
Cor and A parts of COR–A hybrids
whereas the HOMO is only distributed
in the G part and the LUMO is only
distributed in the Cor part of Cor–G
hybrids. This is maybe the reason of too
much significant change of absorption
wavelengths for Cor–A and Cor–G
hybrids. It could be mentioned here
again that the A and G groups could
provide better Cor–based hybrid
materials for PDT applications in living
systems.
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Conclusion
Based on the evaluated absorption and
emission energies for the Cor, A and G
singular models and the Cor-A and
Cor-G hybrid models, some trends
could be concluded. First, the singular
A, G and Cor models are not favorable
for PDT processes because of their
absorption wavelength ranges. Second,
both Cor-A and Cor-G hybrid models
could be employed in the PDT
processes because of their safe
absorption energy wavelengths of
therapeutic window. Third, number and
type of additional nucleobase could
yield different properties for the
constructed hybrids. Fourth, the Cor-A
hybrids are in the visible region
whereas the Cor-G hybrids could also
be employed in the near-infrared
region. Finally, the emission energies
of Cor-A and Cor-G hybrids are larger
than 0.98 eV, both of them could be
employed for the 3O2→1O2 conversion
of PDT type-II.
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